“Welcome to you, each and every one of
you, Beloved. This is Ulea speaking to
you again and as you open your
perception and enter more deeply into
this space, you will realise that you have come into
a different level of your awareness here.
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I open the Omega Portal again and welcome you
into my space, first of all the space created on the
Earth plane and in our normal environment and then
I welcome the light body aspect of you and call you
forth to be with me as we gather in the receiving
area of the Station of Light. Perhaps you feel
yourself being drawn up within a flow of energy, just
gently and easily feeling now that you are in that
altered space already – a space where you have
different perceptions and realisations may come
more freely to you and the patterns within you that
allow you to see images will be activating at this
time.
There is much around your energy field which
receives what is given to you in the presentation in
the sessions and of course that is more than can be
described with the words in the sessions. It is up to
you to receive everything that you need at this time,
allowing it to come to you.
I have done my part by bringing you into this space
again, so I withdraw to allow the Beings within this
Command Station of Light to come through, to
address us all.

Perhaps you have been feeling that around you in
your daily life, that you have taken a step forward,
or you have moved into a different set of
circumstances. The circumstances may be how you
are feeling in yourself, how you are responding to
the news of the day and the activities of the day.
It is our intention as we bring this to you, that you
feel that you are relieved of some of the activities
which create stress in you or around you in some
form. That might be stress in a physical sense, or
stress because you may have many things that you
want to achieve – many matters to deal with,
because you are busy. Now as you release all of
that activity, you again will be responding to the
energy field here which changes your sense of
yourself being present here.
The way that you would perceive yourself as I bring
this to your attention, is that you are Light. You are
lighter than the normal physical body appears to be,
because you are energy in the sense here. You
have not yet come into this space in your actual
physical denseness, so you now have realised the
lightness of your energy form here. This
immediately is resonating with all that is within this
Station of Light and also the portal which allows you
to enter into more of the inner spaces of creation.
In particular, of course, we are reinstating you into
the Earth Light City at this time. We have meetings,
gatherings, occurring in various spatial areas within
the overall Earth Light City. Feel that you are being
drawn into a gathering in this space. The gathering
is not so much to listen to anybody or any Being
addressing you, but it is for you to receive a pattern
of energy for you. You could be sensing this that this
would be a particular colour and the colour may be
in some form that you would recognise.

The purpose of this is for you to receive another
increment of coded energy and this in turn your light
body energy is resonating with and you are able to,
even in this consciousness state, to draw it into
elements of your physical form.
It enters first into the thought patterns and the
energy network of that which is all within your
physical body form. In this way you are taking in the
information.
There are various memory cells and activity cells
which will understand what you are receiving and
will use that pattern throughout you. This does not
mean you are going to change dramatically to
transform into some different type of being. What
this does is to enhance the activities of the cells and
all of the pathways within you, so you manifest a
greater energy field which is resonating with the
Earth Light City and the patterns you have been
taking in here, you will be retaining because it is
circulating throughout the physical form and
following through with that information, you are
bringing it into your life pattern. Your higher self
aspect is completely in harmony with this and may
already be producing different work phases and
different elements of creation for you.
This is something which you can celebrate.
I am bringing you back out of that connection into
the gathering in the Earth Light City, bringing you
back into chambers within the Station of Light here.
There are strong connections at the moment to
other planetoid stations, some of which are known
to you, close to Earth in its synchronised orbiting in
the placement where it is, and there is information
and there are connections and communication that
you would be sensing that is occurring. Many of the
planetary bodies will be coming to your awareness
as part of the communication link up occurring, and
there is an analysis also occurring within you and
this has been enabled through the connections and
the energy sequence you received in the Earth Light
City Station.

The Earth Light City is ready to connect in a more
active way to many of those other planets and the
Beings who are proceeding to connect into Earth
Light City.

Momentarily we would ask you to expand your
awareness to embrace all of those avenues of
connection, and we are with you and we are
suffusing it all with a light frequency pattern.

You may have been hearing about visitations
coming to Earth from different civilisations and
planets. You must be aware that some of those
visitations will simply be entering within the Earth
Light City and they will not be perceived in the
ordinary state – the lower state of consciousness –
that predominates on Earth as it is at present. It is
when you raise your consciousness that you may
perceive other Beings around you who are visiting,
coming forth to experience the coordinated shift and
the transformation occurring within the civilisations.
The cross-over and the merging which takes place
does draw many Beings into the experience of that,
even as you have been drawn into that experience
yourself. You are experiencing it and participating in
the transformation of consciousness.

It is a communication pattern and it is also serving
as a filtration pattern, so that all that comes into your
planet would be free of anything that would disturb
the balance and might introduce a different pattern
that is not beneficial to you as the human race as it
is now. There are other ways to receive a higher,
purer pattern, but there are Beings who would come
through who are unaware that they bring in
organisms or patterns that the Earth construct could
not adapt to at this time. So, the communication in
these avenues gives that information and it only
allows what is helpful and needed here at this time.

We take this time here again for adjustments, for
alignment throughout you, because as you have
been responding to the flows of energy, there are
several patterns of alignment of certain conditions
and flows of energy messages and energy chords
which change position and this is the adjustment
that we assist you with when you are exposed to the
energy within the Station, so that you become
stronger and you can absorb the energy as it
changes. The preparation is vast and everything
that it encompasses is quire expansive because it
embraces many different concepts and layers for
you. it is not something you can just analyse in your
mind and you think you know it and understand it.
Your entire energy systems need to absorb it, and
to absorb it they need to be realigned, reconfigured
and adjusted in many ways and that is happening
each time you enter within this space again.

The experience of what we have given to you in this
session is something for you to continue to
experience and work with.

Many of you are visiting various landmarks which
are known to be on the energy lines of the planet
and to be active in connecting as gateways between
dimensions and just higher energy focus stations.

You, yourselves, have experienced the process of
receiving energy to purify you as you enter within
the Station – and we remind you of that.

Now it is that I am bringing you back to the receiving
area, so that you are prepared to transit back to your
surroundings in the physical plane.
We have surrounded you in the field of light which
again is supporting you at this time and I now
withdraw from you

Thank you Ulea. This is Lani back again with you
and my awareness is filled with the impression of
those avenues she spoke about and the
communication network and the filtration network in
all of those ways that other Beings come into our
planet, or attempt to come into our planet. I found
that interesting. I also found it interesting when she
spoke about some of the visitors who are coming
from other areas will only be in the Earth Light City
state. There are many different layers to be aware
of in these dimensions, in these layers of
consciousness – is it consciousness or dimension?
I am wanting now to call your attention back to be
aware of your body of light. Momentarily again you
may be aware of what you received when you were
within the gathering in the City of Light, and if you
were, then bring that back consciously, in your light
body, back into your physical body today, right now,
right into the present, and feel that your body takes
it into you, in every way needed. Perhaps it is going
to inspire you in some way, or refresh you,
enlivening you in some way.
Be aware of your surroundings and the present
time, the present moment, as I thank you again and
all of the aspects of you for being present here and
I acknowledge and thank all of the Beings involved
in this session as I close the Omega Portal until we
gather again.
Thank you

Ulea out “
Lani
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